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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The topic of vaccines has always been controversial, but it reached a fever pitch during the COVID-

19 pandemic, when it became sacrilegious to speak out against them, or even question their safety

and eCcacy.

In 2021, investigative journalist Paul Thacker became a target of what he calls “the Great Vaccine

Scare — hysteria about any and all vaccine criticism,”  after he wrote an article published in The

BMJ, titled, “COVID-19: Researcher Blows the Whistle on Data Integrity Issues in PTzer’s Vaccine

Trial.”

The article, it should be noted, was thorough, accurate and “based on dozens of internal company

documents, photos, audio recordings and emails.”

It was so well done that it earned Thacker a nomination as a Tnalist for the Steve Connor Award for

Investigative Science Journalism, presented by the Association of British Science Writers (ABSW).

An ABSW judge described the article as, “A very good story on a sensitive issue that was reported

responsibly, it very clearly spells out why the story mattered.”

Fact Checkers Pounce, Label Factual Info ‘Misinformation’

Thacker’s investigation details a series of problems with laboratory management and quality

control checks by PTzer subcontractor Ventavia Research Group, which was testing PTzer’s COVID-

19 vaccine.

Regional director Brook Jackson, formerly employed by Ventavia, said she witnessed falsiTed data,

unblinded patients, inadequately trained vaccinators and lack of proper follow-up on adverse events

that were reported. After notifying Ventavia about her concerns repeatedly, she made a complaint

to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration — and was Tred the same day.  Other former Ventavia

employees spoke of similar issues. According to Thacker’s report:

“One said that she had worked on over four dozen clinical trials in her career, including

many large trials, but had never experienced such a “helter skelter” work environment as

with Ventavia on P@zer’s trial ... She added that during her time at Ventavia the company

expected a federal audit but that this never came.

After Jackson left the company problems persisted at Ventavia, this employee said. In

several cases Ventavia lacked enough employees to swab all trial participants who

reported covid-like symptoms, to test for infection.

Laboratory con@rmed symptomatic covid-19 was the trial’s primary endpoint, the employee

noted. (An FDA review memorandum released in August this year states that across the full

trial swabs were not taken from 477 people with suspected cases of symptomatic covid-

19.) ‘I don’t think it was good clean data,’ the employee said of the data Ventavia generated

for the P@zer trial. ‘It’s a crazy mess.’”

Soon after Thacker’s investigative piece was published in BMJ, it was “fact checked” by a group

called Lead Stories, which referred to the investigation as a “hoax alert” in the related URL. Along

with “correcting” statements that Thacker did not make, Lead Stories disparaged the investigation

for “missing context,” but as investigative reporter Matt Taibbi explained, “‘Missing context’ has

become a term to disparage reporting that is true but inconvenient.”

Lead Stories took further issue with The BMJ investigation because it was shared by people such

as Dr. Robert Malone and Robert F. Kennedy, who themselves have been targeted by fake fact

checkers. Taibbi added:

“The real issue with Thacker’s piece is that it went viral and was retweeted by the wrong

people. As Lead Stories noted with marked disapproval, some of those sharers included

the likes of Dr. Robert Malone and Robert F. Kennedy. To them, this clearly showed that the

article was bad somehow, but the problem was, there was nothing to say the story was

untrue.”

Thacker also called the “fact check” against his BMJ investigation “insane,” telling Taibbi, “Here’s

what they do. They’re not fact checking facts. What they’re doing is checking narratives. They can’t

say that your facts are wrong, so it’s like, ‘Aha, there’s no context.’ Or, ‘It’s misleading.’ But that’s not a

fact check. You just don’t like the story.”  Meanwhile, writing in The Disinformation Chronicle,

Thacker explained:

“After The BMJ published my investigation, we ran into a political buzzsaw from Facebook,

which labeled the article “misinformation” even though they could @nd no factual errors.

Facebook’s awkward political response spurred editors at The BMJ to send Mark

Zuckerberg an open letter  complaining about his “inaccurate, incompetent and

irresponsible” fact check.”

Harassment for Voicing Vaccine Concerns Now Commonplace

Anyone who dares to question or criticize vaccinations is at risk of being harassed in today’s

climate. Dr. Aseem Malhotra, a consultant cardiologist and chairman of public health collaboration

in the U.K., is among those targeted for sharing science relating to COVID-19 shot side effects.

Malhotra has earned some notoriety for speaking about the underlying factors that make certain

people more vulnerable to COVID-19 — namely lifestyle-related diseases driven by poor diet.

This aspect of prevention via a long-term healthy lifestyle, which could save lives in future

pandemics, is another tenet that’s ignored by the dominant narrative. However, in June 2022,

Malhotra was invited to speak at a “side event during a meeting of the British Medical

Association.”

“Just so we’re all clear — because people seem to freak out,” Thacker wrote, “Malhotra was NOT

giving a talk FOR the British Medical Association (BMA). It was a talk for some international

physicians, who happened to have their meeting during a BMA event.”  The talk was based on the

importance of evidence-based medicine and included information about historical corruption in the

pharmaceutical industry.

The talk was not about vaccine side effects, per se, but Malhotra did mention a preprint article that

found PTzer and Moderna mRNA COVID-19 shots are associated with an increased risk of serious

adverse events of special interest.  The excess risk of these adverse events exceeded the risk

reduction for COVID-19 hospitalization compared to the placebo group.

Malhotra received praise for his talk, and the next day was presented with a Champion of

Preventive Medicine award by the chair of the BMA, who had also attended Malhotra’s talk. Soon

after, the harassment started. According to Thacker:

“Just so that we’re all clear — because people seem to freak out — Malhotra was NOT given

a British Medical Association award. The person who gave it to him, just happens to also

be Chair of the BMA.

Malhotra later tweeted a photo of himself receiving the award ... and that’s when panic set

in and hysteria began — good night, and good luck — like something out of a movie.

Running around with their hair on @re, several prominent physicians began texting Malhotra

to take down his tweet, which he then did.”

BMA then issued a statement about the kerfuce, to ensure all were aware that Malhotra’s award

was not a BMA award, and his views were not endorsed by the BMA.

“If you’re reading this and scratching your head wondering how a tweet could rip a hole in the

vaccine universe, thank yourself for not falling under the spell of vaccine magic where minor

denunciations must be warded off with counter enchantments and press release potions,” Thacker

wrote. “‘There’s a lot of money and many careers behind these vaccines,’ Malhotra told me.”

Inconvenient Science Silenced by Twitter

Former New York Times reporter Alex Berenson was also a victim of vaccine hysteria: His Twitter

account was suspended when he posted this scientiTcally accurate information:

“It doesn’t stop infection. Or transmission. Don’t think of it as a vaccine. Think of it — at

best — as a therapeutic with a limited window of e\cacy and terrible side effect pro@le that

must be dosed IN ADVANCE OF ILLNESS. And we want to mandate it? Insanity.”

Berenson Tled a lawsuit against Twitter for labeling the tweet as misleading and canceling his

account. The case has since been resolved, with Twitter acknowledging that the tweets should not

have led to a suspension. When his account was reinstated, Berenson tweeted the exact same

message, which this time escaped Twitter’s “misinformation” dag.

Dr. Meryl Nass was similarly censored by Twitter after she tweeted the Tndings of a preprint study

by Israeli scientists, which looked into the immunogenicity and eCcacy of a fourth COVID-19 mRNA

shot.  It showed that while antibody titers were high, eCcacy was low — “strong evidence,” she

tweeted, “that titers are useless at predicting eCcacy.” In a show of the hypocrisy of vaccine

hysterics, Thacker explained:

“Nass told me she does not understand how she desecrated vaccine magic. ‘I guess you

have to ask Twitter that,’ she emailed me. However, her sacrilege seems to involve

repeating the study’s conclusions that antibody titers do not correlate with vaccine

protection.

Oddly enough, former CDC Director Tom Frieden made this exact same point  last

September to The BMJ, ‘We don’t know that antibody level is what determines protection.’”

Politics Put Ahead of Science in Booster Rollout

In another disturbing example of the narrative taking priority over science, Dr. Marion Gruber,

director of the FDA’s OCce of Vaccines Research & Review (OVRR) and OVRR deputy director Dr.

Philip Krause both left their positions near the end of 2021, citing frustration that the CDC is

involved in decisions that should be left up to the FDA, and that the White House announced

booster shots were coming before the FDA had Tnished its reviews of the booster shots.

Both Gruber and Krause were authors of an article published in The Lancet, which stated, “the

currently available evidence does not show the need for widespread use of booster vaccination in

populations that have received an effective primary vaccination regimen.”

Harvard professor Martin Kulldorff, a member of the FDA’s Drug Safety and Risk Management

Advisory Committee, was also punished by the CDC — which removed him from its advisory

committee on vaccines — when he stated a COVID-19 clinical trial should not have been paused.

Twitter then censored him when he tweeted that people with prior natural COVID-19 infection and

children do not need COVID-19 shots.

Steve Kirsch, executive director of the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, has also been viliTed

for speaking out against vaccines, and he has proof, in the form of a timeline of changes made to

his Wikipedia page, which went from describing him as a “good guy,” including his 2003

humanitarian award, to painting him as a “menace to society.” “Because I’m a threat, it’s important

to discredit me,” he wrote.

When an exposé by The New York Times revealed in February 2022 that the CDC hasn’t published

most of the data it’s been collecting during the pandemic,  the CDC stated it was due to fear that

the information might be misinterpreted.

“Let’s be clear,” Kirsch wrote. “The only way the vaccine data could be interpreted as ineffective by

us ‘misinformation spreaders’ is if the data shows the vaccines don’t work ... The truth is the data

didn't support their narrative so they hid it. Do you think they would hide the data if it showed the

vaccines worked? Of course not! ... CDC admits it withheld data from the public because they didn’t

want to create vaccine hesitancy.”

In these unprecedented times, it’s clear that government agencies and the media are intent on

sharing only the oCcial narrative — not the truth about COVID-19 shots.

“Of course, none of the science writers working at mainstream outlets — New York Times Science

Desk, Nature Magazine, ScientiTc American, Science Magazine and UnDark Magazine — have done

an Edward R. Murrow and spoken out in alarm and dismay about this state of fear and paranoia,”

Thacker noted. “Oh no! Most science writers are too busy doing their scicomm — helping and

supporting the government to promote their position on vaccine policies.”

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the Teld of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola oCce, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.

Learn More
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In the deep state many forces emerge that imprint the current tyranny of information. We have true lovers of power and money among

the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big capital. They

are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, selTsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected oCcials who lie

to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens. electorate, bilking

taxpayers out of hard-earned dollars, favoring the corporate elite, entrenching the military industrial complex, and giving little thought

to the impact their thoughtless actions and hastily passed legislation could have on defenseless citizens.

It is the historical tradition of the multimillionaire families that run Davos and the new world order, through the control of information,

the global Tnancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies and, ultimately, they seek to indoctrinate humanity and

own private property. . It will be the sense of conscious responsibility that drives life in freedom.

We cannot bear the humiliation of totalitarianism, but we are suffering a gradual loss of political sovereignty and freedom. The path

must be CRITICAL THINKING against corrupt powers. It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people

into false beliefs and direct them along the path of false promises and the loss of true health, are Tltered through critical thinking,

which promotes encounter with the truth, self -esteem, true personal integration, far from the manipulation submitted to the mass

man.
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DHS: HERE IS A LIST OF TOP COVID MISINFORMATION SPREADERS YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE ASAP DHS is now going after

COVID misinformation spreaders considering them terrorist threats. Here's my list of people I think they should be investigating.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dhs-here-is-a-list-of-top-covid-misinformat..  (02/08/2022) Passports, fact checkers, censorship

will be perfectly globalized to subtract freedoms and create a global state where tyranny and fascism will be the tools that drive

the Great Reset. There will be no border to disinformation.

An open letter to the White House, Surgeon General Murthy, the Twitter censors, the Medium censors, the LinkedIn censors, the

YouTube censors, the medical community, the mainstream media, all members of the US Congress, world leaders, all public

health oCcials anywhere in the world, all "fact-checker" organizations, and members of the California legislature, especially

Assemblyman Evan Low and Senator Dr. Richard Pan. COVID MISINFORMATION: 20 QUESTIONS THEY DON'T WANT TO

ANSWER www.globalresearch.ca/20-questions-they-dont-want-answer/5775680  (03/27/2022)
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Gui, "Nations have lost their freedom while preparing to defend it, and if we in this country confuse dissent with disloyalty, we

deny the right to be wrong." Edward R. Murrow
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JustSteve, great quote, well said! Dictatorships protect the politicians and the special interests, follow the money! Democracy

protects the people, Trst and foremost. As for this ruse about "Misinformation" It is-----here we go again-----just like 'Anti vax"

and "Conspiracy theory", a canned speech. Giving this a critical thought, we come to realize that canned speeches are coached.

And therefore an agenda is afoot. It's just all about 2+2! We need to point this out to people. We can break through the

brainwash by pointing out the obvious, and wake people up. As far as I am concerned, "Misinformation" as an invocation, is

nothing more or less than an attempt to control and curb free speech. It is time to throw the bums out and discredit the "fact

checkers". I Have seen them do ridiculous things on Facebook.....
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Thank you JUST for the strength and courage of the declaration, Yes, we must think that above all, we have the right to freedom

of expression, the right to protest, the right to challenge government irregularities, the right to legitimate defense, responsibility

and transparency in the government, privacy, bodily integrity, in short, a representative government of the people. We must be

very clear that, above all, freedom of expression is a right of an institutional nature because it is a pillar of democracy: it is the

right that no government or power criminalizes its citizens for the expressions they express.

Privacy, freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and submission to the tyranny of authority. The culprits
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The Great Vaccine Scare Reaches Fever Pitch
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked
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In 2021, investigative journalist Paul Thacker became a target of what he calls “the Great

Vaccine Scare — hysteria about any and all vaccine criticism”

'

Thacker wrote an article published in The BMJ, titled, “COVID-19: Researchers blows the

whistle on data integrity issues in PTzer’s vaccine trial”

'

The article was thorough and accurate, but labeled as “misinformation” by a Facebook fact

checker anyway

'

Dr. Aseem Malhotra was also harassed for sharing science relating to COVID-19 shot side effects'

Former New York Times reporter Alex Berenson was also a victim of vaccine hysteria; his Twitter account was suspended when he posted

scientiTcally accurate information that cast a negative light on COVID-19 shots

'

We’re living in unprecedented times when inconvenient science is silenced and politics take priority over public health'
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Privacy, freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and submission to the tyranny of authority. The culprits

of this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a

psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of

people on their way to the Great Reset. Those of us who seek the "truth" still have this ability to think for ourselves and Tnd

information that points the way to true science and freedom.
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Gui and everyone, you may want to keep your eyes on this story coming out of Louisiana AG's oCce, just today: "Subpoenas

going to return a treasure trove of documents" - - www.theepochtimes.com/subpoenas-going-to-return-treasure-trove-of-docu..

 - you may need to login to access the full text of this article. Apparently 2 states AG's (Attorney Generals) have sued the Biden

Administration including NIAID and HHS for colluding with social media to restrict free speech.
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Guillermou - And here is a rundown on just who those people are.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../how-the-few-control-the-many  Mirandola - Upon leaving Independence Hall, when asked if we

have a monarchy or a republic, Benjamin Franklin replied, "a republic, if you can keep it". "Democracy", or mob rule, is what got

us into this mess. We need to get back to being a republic.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/aaron-schwartz-julian-assange-edward  rose - Thanks for the heads up.
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Thank you Rose. “We’ve got a treasure trove of information that we think are going to come to us here shortly,” Landry said on

EpochTV’s “American Thought Leaders.” Waiting for more news. BIDEN, PHARMA PRESSURED TOP FDA OFFICIALS TO

APPROVE BOOSTER TIMELINE, EMAILS REVEAL Judicial Watch today announced it received 112 pages from the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration that show top oCcials being pressured by “companies and for that matter the administration, who try to

impose timeless [sic] that make no sense.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-pharma-fda-oCcials-covid-b..

 (07/26/22)
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SMOKING GUN: US GOVERNMENT, CDC COLLUDED WITH GOOGLE, TWITTER, FACEBOOK TO CENSOR IMPORTANT

INFORMATION ABOUT EXPERIMENTAL COVID VACCINES AFL President Stephen Miller issued a statement: These explosive

smoking-gun documents, obtained as a result of America First Legal’s litigation against the Biden Administration, conclusively

demonstrate that Big Tech has unlawfully colluded with the federal government to silence, censor, and suppress Americans’

free speech and violate their First Amendment rights. Government is expressly prohibited from censoring competing or

dissenting viewpoints or from silencing its political opponents whether it does so directly or whether it uses an outside

corporation to achieve its draconian, totalitarian ends. AFL will not rest in the Tght against illegal collusion between Big Tech

and Big Government to trample on your voices and the Bill of Rights.

www.globalresearch.ca/smoking-gun-us-government-cdc-colluded-google-tw..  (31 July 2022)
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Thanks Krofter. As reported by Dr. Mercola ,Vanguard, Blackrock, State Street and/or Berkshire Hathaway. At virtually every

major company, you'll Tnd these names among the top 10 institutional investors. Mega corporations, investment companies,

dominate all aspects of our lives. We are witnessing a transformation of society resulting in permanent restrictions on

fundamental freedoms and mass surveillance as entire sectors are sacriTced to power large corporations and monopolies:

pharmaceuticals, the giants of high technology, Bigdata, Amazon, Google, biotech, etc., and ultimately BigMoney.

All of them will act with devourers of the companies that have gone bankrupt due to an economic crisis derived from the

policies of restrictions on freedoms directed by corrupt institutions and philanthropists. Economies are being “restructured” and

many jobs will be done by machines powered by artiTcial intelligence, a big hand of technocracy that dehumanizes and buries

people's souls. The WEF met in Davos, with the power elites who are leading this Great Reset with the vision of their induential

Klaus Schwab, who want to promote technological dominance and Global Governance.

Of course they all know each other. They are trying to help each other These global elites want to manage the entire planet, they

think they are much smarter than you, that you cannot make decisions on your own. It's not about climate change. It's about

raising your taxes. It's not about equality. It's about increasing regulation of ordinary people like you and me. It is not about

improving your standard of living. It's about giving them more and more power. They care about one thing and one thing only,

which is to pursue their own interest.
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Suggestion to Mirandola. Impeach the ill will children of Satan, I'd best not mention the names of the die nasty power brokers.

Satan has already been judged and is really angry about his eventual demise. I believe that there is no power on earth that will

take this mobster/maTa/cabal to the gallows. To achieve that there is only one source of power. The King of Eternity. I also

regard the King of Kindness and Justice as the progenitor of male and female so no-one can assign a gender to the one that

created the original idea. I think they are a beautiful combination to fulTl the divine mandate to be fruitful and multiply and Tll

the earth. Wicked people will never thwart that great grand plan. Love to all that love the truth.
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Suckers: As part of a “comprehensive media campaign,” the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) sponsored hundreds

of American media companies to produce advertising pushing COVID vaccines. Documents acquired by conservative news

organization The Blaze, who submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) petition against the government agency demanding

openness, detailed the extensive media effort. The Blaze stated in an exclusive article on March 3 that papers acquired from the HHS

revealed the Biden administration had “purchased advertising from major news organizations.” The Biden administration also

purchased ads in “legacy media publications including theNew York Post, theLos Angeles Times, andThe Washington Post, digital

media companies like BuzzFeed News and Newsmax, and hundreds of local newspapers and TV stations.” “The government also

relied on earned media featuring induencers’ from communities hit hard by COVID-19,'” the report kept going, going onto add that other

“induencers” included “experts” such as White House chief medical adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci as well as other academics who

endorsed the vaccinations in interview sessions.

According to The Blaze, the Biden administration purchased HHS advertising slots as part of a $1 billion federal campaign (read

below) to “strengthen vaccine trust in the United States” for the Tnancial year 2021.

The HHS asserted that the “timing” of its “vaccine conTdence efforts” was meant to coincide with “increasing vaccine availability,” and

that information released through the media would reassure Americans of the “safety and effectiveness” of the experimental vaccines,

that have been connected to hundreds of thousands of adverse reactions and tens of thousands of fatalities. GreatGameIndia
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Yes.
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“Vaccine eCcacy is generally reported as a relative risk reduction (RRR). It uses the relative risk (RR)—ie, the ratio of attack rates with

and without a vaccine—which is expressed as 1RR. Ranking by reported eCcacy gives relative risk reductions of 95% for the

PTzerBioNTech, 94% for the ModernaNIH, 91% for the Gamaleya, 67% for the J&J, and 67% for the AstraZenecaOxford vaccines.

“However, RRR should be seen against the background risk of being infected and becoming ill with COVID-19, which varies between

populations and over time.

Although the RRR considers only participants who could beneTt from the vaccine, the absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the

difference between attack rates with and without a vaccine, considers the whole population. ARRs tend to be ignored because they

give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs: 13% for the AstraZenecaOxford, 12% for the ModernaNIH, 12% for the J&J, 093%

for the Gamaleya, and 084% for the PTzerBioNTech vaccines.” The Lancet Study
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ARRs tend to be ignored because they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs: 1.3% for the AstraZenecaOxford, 1.2%

for the ModernaNIH, 1.2% for the J&J, .093% for the Gamaleya, and .084% for the PTzerBioNTech vaccines.” The Lancet Study

Correction, re above - would you bet your life on a horse race, where the favorite horse, Covid, had a 99.17% chance of winning

and your horse PTzer, had an 0.087% chance of winning? - Had the mRNA vaccines, then you already have - it is that simple. So

let's put that into some form of understanding. Your leader Joe Biden has had 4 shots of the PTzer vaccines and he is on the 4th

rebound from his current bout of Covid - if the vaccines worked, one shot would have been enough, I would have thought?

My free salt water cure enclosed, next, does what no mRNA vaccines can do - I am 29 years, never ill from viruses - sure I get

them, the latest, Omicron, you can get from just standing next to someone infected, but not showing it - I've had it several times

so far - gone almost immediately, while still a Coronavirus, with my free salt water cure - simple!!
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Dr. Mercola also published absolute risk data approaching 0%. The relative risk is the ratio between the risk in the group with

the exposure factor or risk factor and the risk in the reference group, which does not have the exposure factor. However, the

absolute risk is the probability that a subject has of suffering an event over a certain period of time. Various biological

obstacles continue to challenge mRNA development. vaccines, including "the extremely large size of the mRNA, the load, the

intrinsic instability and the high susceptibility to enzymatic degradation. The trials were not designed to provide evidence of the

eCcacy of the vaccine for protection against asymptomatic infections.

In addition to the bias results reporting, reporting bias may have also affected the results of the COVID-19 vaccine trial due to

misclassiTcation of SARS-CoV-2 infections as mild adverse effects of vaccines. In the Trst link there is an example of the

percentage of events in the vaccine group is the experimental event rate (EER) or the risk of infection in the vaccine group

(1/100 = 1%), and the percentage of events in the placebo group it is the control event rate (CER) or the risk of infection in the

placebo group (2/100 = 2%). The absolute risk reduction (ARR) is the disease risk difference between the placebo and vaccine

groups, that is, the CER minus the EER (2%-1% = 1%) In "Results Reporting Bias in Clinical Trials of COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines,"

Ron Brown, Ph.D.

calculates the absolute risk reduction for PTzer and Moderna injections, based on its own clinical trial data, so that they can be

compared with the relative risk reduction reported by these companies. Here is a summary of his Tndings: PTzer/BioNTech

BNT162b2 Vaccine-Relative Risk Reduction: 95.1%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.7% Modern mRNA-1273 vaccine - Relative risk

reduction: 94.1%. Absolute risk reduction 1.1% www.mdpi.com/.../199
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No doubt many more mathematically trained minds than mine can correct me if I'm wrong, neph, but I understand that "95%

effective" is a rather meaningless term, as it refers to relative risk reduction, not absolute, which would actually equate to about

1%. Relative risk refers only to the results of the groups in a research trial compared to each other, but it does not tell you

anything about the risk reduction of all participants in all groups. I would hardly expect the vax companies to publicly advertise

the true effectiveness of their injections:- PTzer / BioNTech - Relative risk reduction: 95%.

Absolute risk reduction: 0.84% Modern - Relative Risk Reduction: 94%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2% Johnson & Johnson -

Relative Risk Reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2% AstraZeneca / Oxford - Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk

reduction: 1.3%. “Omission of absolute risk reduction Tndings in clinical and public health reports of vaccine eCcacy is an

example of bias in reporting of results, which ignores unfavorable results and confounds the public's impression and scientiTc

understanding of the vaccine.

the eCcacy and beneTts of a treatment [30]. Additionally, the ethical and legal obligation of informed consent requires that

patients be educated about the risks and beneTts of a health care procedure or intervention. Such examples of bias in results

reporting mislead and distort the public's interpretation of the eCcacy of the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine and violate the ethical

and legal obligations of informed consent." www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7996517
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This article also discusses the effectiveness of vaccines. WHAT DOES VACCINE PROTECTION REALLY MEAN?

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/dom-armentano/what-does-vaccine-protection..  In this link some articles by Dr. Mercola

www.lewrockwell.com/.../joseph-mercola
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Gui, re mathematics. Here in the U.K., the Yellow Card System reports over 2,000 deaths and 1.4 million adverse effects after

inoculation of the PTzer and AstraZeneca concoctions; these Tgures are reckoned to be only between 1 and 10% of the real

total. The total deaths in England and Wales to date “with” covid is around 200,000, out of a population of some 60 million =

0.3% of that population. By simple mathematics, if that 0.3% were applied to the 600 MP’s in the U.K., one could reasonably

expect two of them to have died “with” covid; similarly, 14 of these MP’s could reasonably be expected to have suffered adverse

effects?

Perhaps I’m using too broad a brush, but I have seen no reports of death or injury among our political elite; come to think of it,

haven’t seen any reports of death or injury in any of the cretins pushing this agenda. For me, these Tgures speak volumes, pity

Joe Public no longer has the ability to do mental arithmetic; hard enough for them to work out 2 + 2 on their apps (and probably

come up with 5!).
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Glastian, steady pace of death reports of numerous celebrities and sports people are here in the US, way more than usual?

Appears unrelenting.
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This one of the biggest lies of the pandemic. If they never use the relative risk reduction and only used for C19 that’s a smoking

gun
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Vaccine mania. To take a jab without studying it and without knowing the side effects, is like a maniac jumping off a bridge. Pure

bipolar fear mania, fanned courtesy of the complicit media and our politicians. It is time to stop this ruse, what an evil dynamic! If

people only knew the facts and science in natural medicine, they might not go for this vaccine mania in fever pitch as they are!
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Hi Mir....The point being, the facts are accesible, but the vast majority do not act on them. Reminds me of the saying " many are

called, but few respond ". This reality is applicable in so many areas. In the 1970s I was inspired to start " Family Gyms " in West

Aus. Co ed is now the norm. We have more gyms per capita than anywhere in the world. Not saying gyms are the only answer,

but it is an example of a growing awareness. But heres the rub....the growing incidence of " metabolic syndrome " here is no

different that other of the world hot spots, even though we have fantastic climate and a polution free environment. Our hospital

system is in trouble...and no, not because of the Great Scamset.... Such is the paradox of theses times...all predictable.
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OCcial Biochemical and Statistical Evidence 100% conTrms Moderna created Covid-19 patented in 2013 Covid-19 means: 19

nucleotide sequence and not 2019 at all. By The Expos on March 3, 2022 Evidence has emerged which proves beyond a reasonable

doubt that the pharmaceutical giant Moderna, the company that has made billions through the sale of an experimental Covid-19

injection, actually created the Covid-19 virus. They cited a Paper by Scientists in India, Switzerland, Italy and the US (cautiously

entitled: MSH3 Homology and Potential Recombination Link to SARS-CoV-2 Furin Cleavage Site) in which they calculated that the

chances of a 19 nucleotide sequence patented by Moderna randomly appearing in Covid-19 in circumstances where it does not

appear anywhere else in nature are 1 in 3 trillion.

Furthermore they did not merely apply for a patent on 2016 February 4 with US9587003B2: as reported in the Daily Mail. They actually

applied on 2013 December 16 for 4 patents with US9149506B2, US9216205B2, US9255129B2, US9301993B2:as well. So Moderna

had developed the 19 nucleotide gene sequence containing the Furin Cleavage Site which gives Covid19 its infectivity to humans by

patented gain of function researchas early as2013, 6 years before the Wuhan outbreak took place. Not 3 as reported in the Mail and

virally elsewhere..
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The National Institutes of Health (NIH) sued Moderna to claim partial ownership of the patent for its Wuhan coronavirus

vaccine. NIH director Francis Collins, who has committed treason and appears to be getting away with it, said he deserves a

share of the royalties because his corrupt agency played "a major role" in developing the injection. Let's hope now that the

reality of the property is investigated. www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/moderna-covid-19-v..  Fauci the

king of lies wants to present himself as a “vaccine” hero for the NIH's contribution to the modern “vaccine”.

As Robert F. Kennedy Jr. reported, Dr. Anthony Fauci wields his power to control and manipulate science. Fauci has been

painted as a hero during the pandemic, an image that is not only misleading but wildly inaccurate, as detailed in Kennedy's

best-selling book, "The Real Anthony Fauci." As published by Dr. Mercola, instead of caring for public health, Fauci and his

agency, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), prioritize pharmaceutical promotion. Kennedy refers to

Fauci as the "leader of the pack" when it comes to those who promote pharmaceuticals, proTt from Big Pharma and promote

their own personal power.
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Dr Ugur Sahin, the COVID-19 vaccine he designed for PTzer was designed in just few hours in a single day (on a computer) on January

25, 2020. No other vaccine in history has been created and manufactured so quickly. Previously, the fastest vaccine ever developed

took more than four years. co-founder of BioNTech Not only that, PTzer Chairman (((Albert Bourla))) hasn’t gotten around to having his

shot, or Dr Ugur Sahin, last I knew. And it went from laboratory straight into human arms without any animal testing Trst - mRNA never

used in humans ever before - doesn't that strike you as odd? Obviously, no virus was present, when this vaccine was made on a

computer and a Covid infection, was not the basis of the vaccine creation, in the Trst place. Documents by PTzer Show BioNTech Paid

FDA $2,875,842.00 "Drug User Fee" for COVID-19 Vaccine Approval Vaccine Impact
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The Trst mRNA vaccine was developed by PTzer and used on dogs and another animal (rabbits?) in 1992. This program

languished for decades as mRNA as they were developing it, was known to be too dangerous and unreliable for human use.

Nope, sorry, no rabbit out of a hat trick.
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All the Covid-19 “vaccine” patents mention gene deletion. All the patents except one, mention “complimentary DNA” (cDNA). cDNA is

a chimeric mRNA cocktail that’s being coded into Human cells using artiTcial genetic sequences in cross-species genomics.

According to the US Supreme Court ruling in 2013, altering Humans with cDNA makes them patent eligible. The court documents

show that cDNA is made using modiTed bacterium and Supreme Court judges ruled it patent eligible. This means that a plant, animal

or Human, could be patented and owned if Trst genetically modiTed with cDNA.

Mark Steele summarized it perfectly by stating: In the US, the Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinated people worldwide are products,

patented goods, according to US law, no longer human. Through a modiTed DNA or RNA vaccination, the mRNA vaccination, the

person ceases to be human and becomes the OWNER of the holder of the modiTed GEN vaccination patent, because they have their

own genome and are no longer “human” (without natural people), but “trans-human”, so a category that does not exist in Human

Rights.

The quality of a natural person and all related rights are lost. This applies worldwide and patents are subject to US law. Since 2013, all

people vaccinated with GM-modiTed mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally identiTed as trans-human and do not enjoy any

human or other rights of a state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US jurisdiction and

law, where they were registered.” See link here: ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/
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Yes, Richard Noakes, it is the path to transhumanism. Humanity is being subjected to a genetic therapy falsely called a "vaccine"

with proven risks and negative eCcacy. Human biology is not treated with biological weapons, it is treated with means such as

those reported by Dr. Mercola that modulate the immune system and involve DNA naturally so that over time it adapts to

environmental conditions based on the theory of the land. Invading DNA with gene therapies is a serious risk and the

consequences are becoming evident as Dr. Mercola has reported and as has been deliberately hidden in "vaccine" trials in order

to launch planned genocide.

This article by Dr. Robert W. Malone highlights the serious consequences of genetic therapy consisting of injections against

Covid-19: pseudouridine, why it is injected and why you should care. The extensive random incorporation of pseudouridine into

the synthetic mRNA-like molecules used for the PTzer/BioNTech and Moderna SARS-CoV-2 vaccines may well explain much or

all of the observed immunosuppression, DNA reactivation of the virus, and remarkable persistence of the mutations. synthetic

"mRNA" molecules observed in lymph node biopsy tissues.

The pseudouridine in the mRNA produces a superior non-immunogenic vector with greater translational ability and biological

stability" and might have been anticipated by toxicology and regulatory professionals had they bothered to consider these

Tndings before allowing emergency use authorization and the widespread (global) deployment of what is truly an immature and

previously untested technology. Neither the FDA, NIH, CDC, nor BioNTech nor Moderna can claim true ignorance. In my eyes,

what we have seen is more appropriately classiTed as " deliberate ignorance".
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In conclusion, based on these data, it is my opinion that the random and uncontrolled insertion of pseudouridine into

manufactured "mRNA"-like molecules creates a population of polymers that may resemble natural mRNA, but have a variety of

properties that the distinguished in a variety of clinically relevant respects. These features and activities may explain many of

the unusual effects, unusual stability, and surprising adverse events associated with this new class of vaccines. These

molecules are not natural mRNA and do not behave like natural mRNA. “

Once again, it seems to me that the arrogance of high-status “elite” “public health” scientists, doctors, and government

bureaucrats has overstepped common sense, well-established regulatory standards have been ignored, and, as a consequence,

patients They have suffered unnecessarily. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/when-is-mrna-not-really-mrna?token=eyJ1c2VyX..

 (03/29/2022) Another article by Dr. Malone that endorses the previous one: HOW POLITICS CORRUPTED EVIDENCE-BASED

MEDICINE — AND HOW TO FIX IT Evidence-based medicine is supposed to provide a more rigorous foundation for medicine,

one based on science and the scientiTc method. But unfortunately, as we've seen over the last two years, politics has corrupted

the process. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/politics-corrupted-evidence-based-..  (03/28/2022)
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Really scary stuff
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In response to Guillermou: Steve Kirsch Aug 1 I offered 14 $1M bets, lowered the minimum to $200K, but still no takers! Side-pool is

>100:1 betting with me. But now I have a new option. I currently have 14 open $1M bets, but no takers. \What does that tell you? It tells

you that MIT was wrong: I’m not such a big misinformation spreader after all! The side pool bets are running over 100:1 with me vs.

against me (view the side-pool here). So all the evidence on the table is that there is massive support that I’m telling the truth. Why

people aren’t accepting my money - AND - Introducing a new option: you can now propose a bet to me!

I’ve just added a new option to the term sheet and Acceptance form. If you think I’ve got it wrong on ANYTHING related to COVID, you

can now propose a bet on a topic of your choice. You must be prepared to wager at least $200K. If I accept in 10 days, it’s legally

binding on both parties. You should only challenge me on things you disagree with me on. We’ll shortly see if anyone disagrees with

me on anything COVID-related. Here is the database with the acceptances/proposals. It’s currently blank. If you want to challenge me,

Tll in the form: Acceptance form.
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"Facts are chiels which winna ding and downa be disputed" Robert Burns from "A Dream". I don't like to use the BBC as a

reference source but this is quite educational. Enjoy if you have the time.www.bbc.co.uk/.../a_dream
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Finally at least one vaccine injured person who gets angry in her post! Most people are so darn meek and nice about horriTc injuries

and ruined lives I fear their cognitive and emotional capacity has been deliberately targetted too. Stop being so nice injured people!

Get angry!
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it's simple math.  The deep state narrative OWNS the vast majority of media so they are the ones with control over what information is

"allowed" to be "out there".  That includes TV, internet, radio, anything in print and IMO even when it comes to private advertising and

consumer entertainment programming.   Being right or wrong, moral or immoral, or telling facts or pure lies is the last thing they are

concerned with as long as their viewpoint is the only one being seen and heard.  Malcom X actually had that one right, and unless

regular citizens start storming some serious castles (chances slim to none with the gen pop being basically covidiot zombie

non-thinkers)  it's going to continue and prob get worse.  US turning right into China's model. Happening slowly, but Covid was a big

win for the evil doers and the push is def on.  So glad I'm old.
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Promoting vax dangers via street sign spinners could help get the message out to those who have no idea there are vaccine risks...

Tell people to simply report adverse events to VAERS and their state rep...
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Probably would be arrested and persecuted for their "conspiracy theory" way of thinking. The answer to those who question

anything is just throw tear gas at 'em or dat out arrest them. And that goes unquestioned. This is the azz backward world we

now live in. It's just that most people are too busy playing ostrich. Too afraid to face and admit the truth of what's really going

on. Don't want to "ruin Jimmy's birthday" or "upset little Sally's day" with the REAL TRUTH.

When do you ever see or hear of protesting any more? Taking it to the streets as they used to say. Young people used to have a

real voice! What went on mattered to them. Now all they care about is the screen in front of their face, and let someone else

deal with it. Lazy, uncaring, coddled and brainwashed. That's today's youth. This country is going to look like China before long.

You think one little camera at a stop light is anything? China has 20-30 cameras or more on just ONE.

Cameras are EVERY-WHERE.... spying on every move everyone makes, indoors or out, and it's all to collect data and create

algorithms so they can have even more control. Step out of line and they come get you. Don't believe it? Sound too Orwellian?

OK! but by the time these ostriches in the US can no longer run and hide from the truth it will most certainly be too late. Believe

me, we here in the US are kept VERY MUCH in the DARK about what really goes on in China. It's bad. Their citizens are

completely oppressed, completely controlled, and they live in constant fear.

Money? HA. They get "credits" through their phone from the govt. which can be taken away at any time, then you can't eat, shop,

go out - It's things we would not want to imagine happening here - but it's deTnitely in the works!! What do you think this vaccine

passport bs is all about? It's the pathway to making the rest of the world JUST. LIKE. CHINA. at least that's the BIG "dream"....

Mr. Basement already doing deals w/them
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We have to drop some of our fears since putting up a sign isn't jail time in most places... If one person driving by sees a sign

wakes up..it can be worth it to change the tide
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There was a programme devoted to victims of the vaccines of English TV and you can now watch the whole hour by using this link:

www.youtube.com/watch  You will see that even in Great Britain which is small compared to America, there have been 500,000 injuries

and 2000 deaths; they are the ones that have oCcial government notiTcation, doubtless there are many more. They have started to

receive 120,000 Pounds each as compensation paid by the British government.
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This is far bigger than a vaccine. This is about installing a new brand of totalitarianism that is not any different than the older brands -

anything that bucks the state or party narrative must be squashed, and anyone who questions the party or state narrative must be

silenced. The vaccine is simply the pretext for the action. We've seen a version of it in the US where people have noticed that the

election of a lot of prosecutors backed by George Soros has had lousy consequences for law-abiding people, mostly minorities. Those

noticing were, predictably, accused of anti-Semitism.

Never mind that crime has spiked nationwide or that even San Francisco voters recalled their DA; the policy cannot be questioned.

Same here. It's how experienced practitioners are silenced, alternative treatments to the jabs are treated as hocus-pocus, and any

information about adverse effects is limited to sites like this one. These people even made up a term called Sudden Adult Death

Syndrome to avoid having to explain the deaths among young people that they call "inexplicable."
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One of the largest news distribution networks in the world also runs one of the most induential fact checking organizations - Reuters.

Conveniently, the CEO of Reuters, Jim Smith, is also on the board of directors for PTzer. Reuters fact check accused me of spreading

conspiracy theories, so I called them out here. secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-10
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And more showed up today: "Bloomberg Cites Non-Peer-Reviewed Data; Gets Burned by CDC Misinformation on Pediatric

Deaths Due to COVID-19" - - popularrationalism.substack.com/p/bloomberg-cites-non-peer-reviewed
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I get your newsletter. Among another 60 plus per day. Hard to keep up but thanks. Mercola is the number though!
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3 minutes from preparation to job done!! Everything else you have read, or heard, is totally irrelevant - how simple is that? Covid

Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful

up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and

night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and dush away, washing your

hands afterwards, until when you do my simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you dush - job done. Also swallow a

couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia, there too.

My simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before

the viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure - that is, after you have been out shopping, or

mixing with people with potentially, Omicron or Delta viruses, or any other virus. It washes behind the eyes, the brain bulb, brain stem

(Long Covid), The Escutcheon Tubes to the inner ears and the top of the throat which is at a point roughly level with half way up your

ears and not where your mouth is and down the back of your throat, when sore.
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